Cardiac evaluation.
Over the past decade there has been a dramatic, rapid development of new imaging modalities used in the evaluation of the cardiac patient. These newer techniques are frequently complex and specialized in their application and interpretation. Nonetheless, the prevalence of cardiac disease in the United States, and the wide application of these diagnostic tests, mandate that the well-rounded clinician has a basic understanding of the utility of these diagnostic modalities. Unfortunately, the burgeoning field of cardiac imaging seems at times to overshadow our most important basic diagnostic tools, namely, the history, physical exam, chest radiograph, and electrocardiogram (ECG). This review will attempt to impart a basic understanding of the newer cardiac diagnostic tests and their utility in various disease states. Emphasis on the importance of the basic clinical exam and the precise integration of specific diagnostic tests into the cardiac evaluation will be emphasized. The article will deliver a basic review of exercise treadmill testing, echocardiography, radionuclide imaging techniques, magnetic resonance imaging, and cardiac catheterization. It is hoped that this review will impart to the noncardiologist clinician a basic understanding of the cardiovascular diagnostic techniques so that an accurate, precise, cost-effective, efficient diagnostic plan for the patient with cardiovascular disease can be developed and applied.